In addition to using search score data available from Google, we used 2 tools to capture news coverage and social media mentions. We used a licensed tool called Meltwater (San Francisco, CA, USA) to capture Associated Press news stories during January 1-February 29, 2016, although researchers without a Meltwater license also could capture stories manually from the Associated Press wire each day with the appropriate subscription to the wire. For Twitter mentions, we purchased a license to the full census of all Twitter posts in the countries tracked through a tool offered by Crimson Hexagon (Boston, MA, USA). Our use of a full census of Twitter mentions represents a departure from other methods that offer only a sample. We purchased access to the total count of all Twitter mentions and used the search terms described in the paper. Although the array of tools we used may not be freely available to all researchers, we include the data used in our analysis for each news or social media outlet we examined (Technical Appendix Table) .
Analysis
Data analysis that assesses relationships between longitudinal variables or data organized by time should acknowledge the possibility of autocorrelation in a time series that can violate assumptions of independence between observations (1). For the time series analysis presented, we fit an autoregressive integrated moving average (ARIMA) (0, 1, 3) model by using IBM SPSS Statistics 21 (Armonk, NY, USA). We opted to test this model after inspecting the original time series of dependent variable values by using the partial autocorrelation function and the autocorrelation function to assess whether autoregressive or moving average components would be useful in eliminating autocorrelation in the time series. Because the partial autocorrelation function declined after 1 lag and the autocorrelation function declined after 3 lags, we fit an ARIMA (0, 1, 3) model, which resulted in a series without apparent autocorrelation in the residuals: the resulting Ljung-Box statistic (23.60, DF = 15) was not significant (p >0.05), indicating that we did not need to reject a hypothesis of no autocorrelation in the residuals. In other words, we applied an ARIMA model to enable our independent variables to predict a prewhitened series that accounted for potential autocorrelation in the dependent series.
Specifically, we fit a model to predict a US Google search score that included 4 elements that reflected the dependent variable time series (a difference parameter and 3 moving average parameters) and a set of 7 predictors: a day variable along with Associated Press wire story counts, US Twitter mentions, Guatemala Twitter mentions, Brazil Twitter mentions, a Guatemala search score, and a Brazil search score. Stationary R-squared value for the model was 0.53. Root mean squared error was 8.8. 
